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The perfect golf swing-- broken down into two easy-to-follow steps Two Steps to a Perfect Golf

Swing means instant gratification for beginning to intermediate golfers who want a

simple-tounderstand, easy-to-execute, and proven method for making progress fast. Developed by

longtime golf instructor Shawn Humphries, this revolutionary method's well-tested success is due to

its sheer simplicity. There are just two keys a golfer needs to know: Position One and Position Two.

This method works wonders on several levels, providing:  A solid starting point for new golfers A

sharp focus to help seasoned golfers Ways for all golfers to eliminate flaws in their swing Methods

to reinforce and polish technique  Once a golfer understands Humphries's two positions, it won't

take years, months, or even weeks to experience substantial game improvement--and added

enjoyment.
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I very seldom see a golf book, e-mail or video I think is worth reading or watching. This a very goog



instruction book, I believe if you want to learn and willing to read this book until you understand the

reasoning behind the instructions you will learn to swing. You must follow the sequence of

instruction to get the results you desire.I think this Is the best golf instruction, and best presentation

of the golf swing avaible on the internet.Ray Stone

I am a beginning golfer. I have struggled to find my swing for the past four years. I even took some

lessons. Then, I read this book. I've been to the driving range once and to the golf course once

since reading this book. The difference is unbelievable! Position one and two are all I needed to

know to improve quickly. The authors provide the beginning to intermediate golfer two very

repeatable steps that yields a consistent golf swing. I'm hitting the ball everytime, and I'm hitting

longer and straight. The authors also provide useful information on grip, stance, and ball placement.

Excellent book.

This is an excellent read for beginners. It also helps intermediate to advanced golfers by reinforcing

the two main back swing positions that help you get back on plane for the downswing sequence. It

helped me get rid of the over-the-top start of my downswing.

I haven't found this book as helpful to me as I had hoped. Good explanations of a lot of basics.

Show both Left handed pictures and Right handed, which isn't always the case. A good thing for the

lefties that buy this book.

Good book. Clearly written. Nothing revolutionary...but the instruction of the golf swing doesn't have

to be... just a clear concept and that is what you get with Shawn Humphries book.

I enjoyed this book...some thoughts were a little different from standard; such as: starting the

downswing with your arms, and not your hips. I have never heard this before. The book went fast,

and held my interest all the way through.

I moved into a retirement community surrounded by a combination of 41 executive and

championship golf courses. By this time next year there'll probably be another two or three courses

added to the roster. This does NOT include any of the neighboring courses outside the community

property. Needless to say the pressure to take up golf as a lifestyle was... well... persistent. So, at

65 and seriously out of shape, a bought my first(preowned)set of golf clubs. Sadly, its been all



downhill since.I've tried lessons, peer advice (some solicited). I've traveled down the

"it's-your-equipment-not-you" road (equipment A's driver will straighten out that drive and add 30

yards; manufacturer B's breakthrough putter design will turn your ball into a hole magnet); attach

this device to your club, your arm, your wrist, your... wherever. In the end, the 19th hole was the

only thing bringing me back for my weekly dose of frustration and humiliation. I stuffed my head with

all those "keep your head down; slow down your swing; hit down on the ball; aim more left or right to

compensate for the slice/hook" mantras. I even wrote a short story (did I mention I'm a writer?)

about life as a golf ball! I figured a sympathetic character study from the ball's point of view might

give me an edge. Honest- check out "Pocket Wars" at  Kindle.Ten years have passed, I'm now 75,

still fat, and my stomach keeps me from bending over to pick up the ball. Like the man said, "If I'd

known I was going to live this long I would've taken better care of myself." I've since managed to

acquire a mini-library of golf swing "how-to" books on my Kindle Fire and my golf cart gets to the

19th hole without any guidance from me. The situation was grim, I'd bottomed out, and I'd thought

about joining Golfers Anonymous, "Hi, my name's Jim, and I'm a slicer."Then I lucked onto Shawn

Humphries' Two Steps To A Perfect Golf Swing. I own a copy of both the Kindle and the print

version. In the space of a single week Humphries, with his amazing pictures and succinct prose,

switched on that mental lightbulb hanging over my head, enabled me to move from position one to

position two without any side trips, and had me blasting out consistent 200 yard drives! For me,

that's one "L" of an accomplishment.

Great book, I have reread it several times and have practiced what it says to do and it works. It has

changed my whole outlook on the game and I really enjoy the game since I do not slice every time I

swing the club. Step one was a real eye opener for me and Step two was so easy to implement.
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